WHAT A VISIT TO THE AVIATION HALL OF FAME & MUSEUM INCLUDES:

The museum has two levels of artifacts dating as far back as 1916. Your visit starts in our theater, with a 9 minute movie on the history of aviation in New Jersey.

On the ground level we have our Great Room which contains:

- Fundamentals of Flight interactive exhibit
- 7 actual aircraft engines
- Astronaut section including an ISS exhibit
- Balloon basket kids can climb in
- 3 flight simulators
- Curtiss-Wright section
- WASP display
- Tuskegee Airmen display
- America’s first Hover Craft
- Experimental Rutan Quickie
- International Space Center Display
- Buzz Aldrin display including first flight to the moon footage

Overhead:
- Scorpion helicopter
- “Gloria” rocket plane
- “Tiros” weather satellite
- “Mars Observer” space probe

A WWII room which contains:
- A rare leather jacket with a “Blood Chit” ID patch
- A Japanese officer’s sword
- Flying Tigers display
- Authentic models
- A 1930 Curtiss Wright / Dehmel Flight Simulator – world’s first electronic simulator

Hall of Fame room:
- Contains bronze plaques & related information
Our Second level:
- A NJ Airports room
- A library with over 3,500 volumes
- Para Plane – Ultra Light
- A model plane built specifically for the museum that children can climb in and move parts of the plane from the cockpit
- 2 Ejection seats

Our Courtyard:
- 1 Vintage ambulance
- Bell 47 M*A*S*H chopper
- Huey Cobra helicopter
- Authentic Martin 202 that can be entered and you can view how one flew in the 50’s
- Convair 880 cockpit which has recently been restored
- Grumman OV-1A Mohawk
- Lockheed Bushmaster / LASA “Santa Maria”
- Sikorsky HH-52A Coast Guard Helicopter
- 1996 Airport Fire & Rescue Truck
- 1952 fully restored U.S. Army “Deuce & a Half”

The Federal Aviation Administration has presented the AHOFNJ with its highest regional and national awards for “Excellence in Education”. Similar awards have been received from the Bergen County Freeholders, the Civil Air Patrol and the Air Force Association.